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Hello Scientist,

Welcome to the Earth’s Changing Surface unit. This 

notebook is your place to record discoveries about the 

ever-changing surface of the earth. Like all scientists, you 

will wonder, think, try, observe, record, and discover. As you 

do so, it is important to keep a record of your work. Your 

questions, investigations, answers, and reflections can then 

be shared and returned to at any time.

We know much about science, but there is much more to be 

learned. Your contributions start here.

Enjoy, take pride in, and share your discoveries—science 

depends on scientists like you!
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Surface Changes Walk

Observations

As you walk around your school grounds, look for signs of change to the earth’s surface and 
record the following information:

1. Draw or describe in the first column something on the earth’s surface that you think 
changed.

2. In the second column, draw or describe what it probably looked like before it changed.

3. In the third column, circle or fill in the possible cause (or causes) that created the change.

What you see now: What it looked like 
before the change:

Possible cause  
or causes:

Water  Wind  Ice

Plant  Animal  Human

Other: ________

Water  Wind  Ice

Plant  Animal  Human

Other: ________

Water  Wind  Ice

Plant  Animal  Human

Other: ________

Surface Changes Walk (Lesson 1)
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Looking at Landforms

Directions: As you observe and discuss the photographs of landforms, record the type of land-
form in the first column. In the second column, write your best guess (or guesses) about how it 
was created. (Note: Some pictures show more than one landform.)

Type of Landform: My Guess About How It Was Formed:

Looking at Landforms (Lesson 2)
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Looking at Landforms (Lesson 2)
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Setting Up a River Table

Materials:
• Duct tape
• Level, 15 cm (6 in)
• Newspaper
• Paper towels

• Rain cup
• River table
• Ruler, 30 cm (12 in)
• Sand 

• Table
• Water catcher
• Wood blocks

Procedure:
1. Cover the desk or table with newspapers. Set the river table (tray) on top of the newspapers. 

Put the end with the drain hole about 5 cm (2 in) past the edge of the desk or table.

2. Pour the sand into the tray at the end opposite the hole—this is the top of the river table, 
where the river will begin. Spread the sand out in the tray with the level so that it evenly 
covers the first 15 cm (6 in). Make sure all of the sand is the same depth.

3. Tape the ruler across the top of the river table. Put it about 6 cm (2.5 in) from the end.

4. Prop up the legs of your desk or table about 2.5 cm (1 in) using the wood blocks (or some 
books) as illustrated below.

5. Balance the rain cup on the edge of the river table and the center of the ruler. Make sure the 
ruler doesn’t block the hole in the cup.

6. Put the water catcher under the drain hole of the river table.

Setting Up a River Table (Lesson 3)
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Modeling How a River Forms

Investigative Question: How does moving water shape the surface of the earth?

Materials:
• Colored pencils
• Paper towels
• Plastic bottle of water
• River table

Procedure:
1. Have one person carefully pour the water from the bottle into the rain cup. Continue adding 

water to the rain cup, making sure it is halfway full at all times, until the bottle of water is 
empty.

2. Observe what happens to the sand as the water flows down the slope. As you are doing so, 
consider the following questions:

• Is any sand carried away by the water to new locations?
• Does the size of the grains of sand affect whether sand is carried away by the water?
• Does the size of the grains of sand affect where the water drops the sand?

3. Draw the shape of the river that resulted as it looks from above on page 9 of your science 
notebook.

Modeling How a River Forms (Lesson 3)
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Modeling How a River Forms

Observations:
Label your model river using the word bank at the bottom of the page.

Source  Mouth  Delta

Riverbank  Riverbed

Modeling How a River Forms (Lesson 3)
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Changing the Shape of a River

Investigative Question: How can you change the shape of a river?

Procedure: Complete this table as you change your river table setup. Pick the most dramatic new 
river formation and draw it on page 12. Write a conclusion on page 13.

Describe how you are changing  
your river table: 

How is the new river different than the  
river you drew on page 9? Is there a big or 

small difference?

Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

Changing the Shape of a River (Lesson 4)
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Changing the Shape of a River

Describe how you are changing  
your river table: 

How is the new river different than the  
river you drew on page 9? Is there a big or 

small difference?

Trial 4

Trial 5

Trial 6

Changing the Shape of a River (Lesson 4)
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Changing the Shape of a River

Observations:
For one trial, draw the shape of the river that results as it looks from above and label as many 
parts of the river as you can.

Trial  

Source  Mouth  Delta

Riverbank  Riverbed

Changing the Shape of a River (Lesson 4)
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Changing the Shape of a River

Conclusion:
Based on your river models, what factors affect how the earth is shaped by moving water?

Changing the Shape of a River (Lesson 4)
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Grinding Rocks

Investigative Question: How are rocks affected when they grind against each other?

Materials:
• 1 rock each of limestone, pumice, quartzite, sandstone, and slate
• 4 sheets of dark colored construction paper
• Marker
• Safety goggles

Procedure:
1. Set the quartzite aside for the moment. Carefully observe and then describe the other four 

rocks on the table on the next page.

2. Label the four sheets of dark colored construction paper as follows:

• Limestone
• Pumice
• Sandstone
• Slate

3. Match the rocks to the paper with the same label.

4. Place safety goggles over your eyes to protect them.

5. Hold the quartzite in one hand and the limestone in the other hand slightly above the center 
of the paper labeled “limestone.”

6. Rub the two rocks quickly back and forth against each other for one minute. Brush off any 
sediment on the two rocks onto the paper below.

7. Using the same technique, grind the quartzite against the remaining three rocks.

8. Observe the effect on the rocks and on the paper below them. Record your observations on 
page 16, and answer the questions on page 17.

Grinding Rocks (Lesson 5)
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 Before You Grind

Directions: Before using the quartzite “grinder,” draw or describe each rock. Pay attention to the 
color and texture of the rocks.

 o  d : Observations of the rocks before grinding:

Limestone

Pumice

Sandstone

Slate

Before You Grind (Lesson 5)
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After Grinding Rocks

Observations: Describe the effect the quartzite “grinder” had on each rock. Note changes to the 
rocks as well as what you notice on the paper below them.

 o  d Observations of the rocks after grinding:

Limestone

Pumice

Sandstone

Slate

After Grinding Rocks (Lesson 5)
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After Grinding Rocks

Observations, Descriptions, and Predictions

1. Were all the rocks affected the same way by the quartzite “grinder”? What differeneces  
did you notice?

2. Why would there be differences between how the rocks were affected?

After Grinding Rocks (Lesson 5)
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  Rock Jar Investigations

Observations, Descriptions, and Predictions

Observe your rock jars at least once a week. After each observation, record the following infor-
mation in the table below:

1. The date of your observation.

2. A drawing or description of the material in the rock jar. Be sure to label what you draw.

3. A prediction about what you expect to happen to the rocks and sediment after a few days.

Date Description or Drawing Prediction

Rock Jar Investigations (Lesson 5 )
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Rock Jar Investigations

Observations, Descriptions, and Predictions

Date Description or Drawing Prediction

Rock Jar Investigations (Lesson 5)
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How Do Glaciers Abrade and  
Erode the Earth’s Surface?

Investigative Question: What happens to the surface of the earth when glaciers move over it?

Materials:
• Aluminum foil
• Clay
• Paper cup of frozen water
• Paper cup of frozen water with sediment
• Paper towels
• Permanent marker
• Tray

Procedure:
1. Choose two group members to immediately peel the paper off the frozen ice to reveal the 

model glaciers.

2. At the same time, choose someone else to shape the modeling clay into a flat, smooth piece 
about 11 cm × 11 cm (4.5 in × 4.5 in).

3. Experiment with how glaciers might change the earth’s surface. Put the ice with sediment on 
the piece of clay and move it backward and forward across the surface of the clay (make  
sure the side with the sediment is against the clay). Observe the results. Apply more 
pressure to the ice and move it across the clay again several times.

4. Sketch or describe the appearance of the clay in the observations section on page 21.

5. Turn the piece of clay over. Repeat steps 2 and 3 with the ice without sediment.

6. Form a small dish with the piece of aluminum foil and place it on a sturdy tray (such as a 
cafeteria tray). Make sure the edges of the dish are at least 1.25 cm (0.5 in) high. Label the 
foil with your group members’ names using a permanent marker. Place the clay in the dish 
and set the glacier with sediment on top of it. Set the tray on a windowsill or other place 
where it will not be disturbed until the next science session.

How Do Glaciers Abrade and Erode the Earth’s Surface? (Lesson 6)
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How Do Glaciers Abrade and  

Erode the Earth’s Surface?

Observations:
Sketch or describe the appearance of the clay after moving the ice with sediment across  
its surface.

Sketch or describe the appearance of the clay after moving the ice without sediment across  
its surface.

How Do Glaciers Abrade and Erode the Earth’s Surface?  (Lesson 6)
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Observing How Glaciers Deposit Sediment

Investigative Question: When glaciers melt, what happens to the sediment they carry?

Materials:
• Colored pencils
• Melted glacier

Procedure:
1. Have one person collect the melted glacier tray from the location where it is stored and 

return it to your group.

2. Go on a “glacier walk” around the classroom to observe the glacial deposits of your 
classmates.

3. Draw what your melted glacier looks like in the observations section on the next page. Then 
review the illustration on page 67 of your student reference book and identify and label 
as many landforms made by erosion and deposition caused by glaciers as you can on your 
drawing.

Observing How Glaciers Deposit Sediment (Lesson 6)
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Observing How Glaciers Deposit Sediment

Observations:
1. After careful observation of your melted glacier, draw the shape of the resulting landforms.

2. Using the illustration of glacial landforms on page 67 of your student reference book, 
identify and label as many landforms as you can on your melted glacier drawing.

Observing How Glaciers Deposit Sediment (Lesson 6)
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Reflection on Landforms from Lesson �

How have your ideas changed about how the landforms were created since you first observed 
them in Lesson 2? Write your thoughts below.

Reflections on Landforms from Lesson 2 (Lesson 6)
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Glaciers

Conclusion:
What can you conclude about how ice shapes the surface of the earth?

Glaciers (Lesson 6)
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Setting Up the Windstorm Box

Materials:
• Newspaper
• Plastic cup
• Sand
• Windstorm box

Procedure:
1. Spread out newspapers on the table. Set the windstorm box on the paper with the open end 

facing you.

2. Fill the plastic cup full of sand. Pour the sand onto the line across the bottom of the box to 
form a small ridge.

3. Flatten the sand ridge with the bottom of the plastic cup so it is about 5 cm (2 in) wide all 
the way across. 

Setting Up the Windstorm Box (Lesson 7)
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Modeling How Wind Transports Sand

Materials:
• Safety goggles
• Straws
• Windstorm box setup

Procedure:
Take turns so each group member has a chance to be a “blower” and a “feeler.” Then answer the 
questions on the next page.

Blower:
1. Put on safety goggles to protect your eyes.
2. Hold the end of the straw about 8 cm (3 in) away from the sand ridge.
3. Blow into the straw with a steady breath. Keep the straw even with the top of the sand.
4. Be sure to blow from the same position each time.

Feeler:
1. Put on safety goggles to protect your eyes.
2. Place your hand on the bottom of the box opposite the blower and feel the blowing sand.
3. Raise your hand about 5 cm (2 in) and feel the sand.
4. Raise your hand another 5 cm (2 in) and feel the sand.

Modeling How Wind Transports Sand (Lesson 7)
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Modeling How Wind Transports Sand

Reflective Questions:
1. What did you feel when your hand was on the bottom of the box while the wind was 

blowing?

2. What did you feel when you lifted your hand 5 cm (2 in) and then another 5 cm (2 in) while 
the wind was blowing?

3. Describe how wind transports (erodes) sand at different heights.

Modeling How Wind Transports Sand (Lesson 7)
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Discussing How Wind Shapes Landforms

Reflective Questions:
1. Is it easier for wind to affect the shape and texture of soft rocks or hard rocks?

2. What factors might affect how fast it takes for wind to abrade rocks?

3. Do you think abrasion caused by wind is a fast or slow process? Explain your reasoning.

Discussing How Wind Shapes Landforms (Lesson 7)
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Setting up the Windstorm Box

Materials:
• Modeling clay
• Newspaper
• Plastic cup
• Sand
• Windstorm box

Procedure:
1. Spread out newspapers on the table. Set the windstorm box on the paper with the open end 

facing you.

2. Fill the plastic cup full of sand. Pour the sand onto the line across the bottom of the box to 
form a small ridge.

3. Flatten the sand ridge with the bottom of the plastic cup so it is about 5 cm (2 in) wide all 
the way across.

4. Shape some modeling clay into three very thin coils. Lay the coils of modeling clay in straight 
strips across the bottom of the box.

Setting up the Windstorm Box (Lesson 8)
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Modeling How Wind Builds Sand Dunes

Investigative Question: How can wind build up sand dunes?

Materials:
• Safety goggles
• Ruler
• Straws
• Windstorm box setup

Procedure:
Take turns so each group member has chance to be a “blower” and an “observer.”

Blower:
1. Put on safety goggles to protect your eyes.

2. Hold the end of the straw about 8 cm (3 in) away from the sand ridge.

3. Keep the straw even with the top of the sand.

4. Blow several times with a steady breath.

Observer:
1. Put on safety goggles to protect your eyes.

2. Observe the sand being blown across the clay coils.

Modeling How Wind Builds Sand Dunes (Lesson 8)
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Modeling How Wind Builds Sand Dunes

Reflective Questions:
1. Draw and label what happened in the windstorm box.

2. Did you get anything resembling dunes to form? If so, describe what they look like.

3. What do you think the clay coils represent?

4. What do you think would happen to the dunes if the wind kept blowing?

Modeling How Wind Builds Sand Dunes (Lesson 8)
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Modeling How Plants Stabilize Sand Dunes

Investigative Question: What can be done to stabilize sand dunes and slow the process of  
wind erosion?

Materials:
• Safety goggles
• Moss
• Pencils
• Ruler
• Straws
• Windstorm box setup

Procedure:
1. Put on safety goggles to protect your eyes.

2. Fill the plastic cup with sand. Pour the sand on the line across the bottom of the box to form 
a small ridge.

3. Flatten the sand ridge with the bottom of the plastic cup so it is about 5 cm (2 in) wide all 
the way across.

4. Use a pencil to stick five small clumps of moss onto the coils of modeling clay.

5. Have one person hold the end of the straw about 8 cm (3 in) away from the sand ridge.

6. Keep the straw even with the top of the sand. Blow seven times with a steady breath.

7. Take turns so each group member has a chance to blow the sand and observe what happens 
to the sand when it hits the moss.

Modeling How Plants Stabilize Sand Dunes (Lesson 8)
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Modeling How Plants Stabilize Sand Dunes

Reflective Questions:
1. What happened to the sand that hit the moss?

2. What happened to the sand that did not hit the moss?

3. What would happen to windblown sand in a landscape with lots of vegetation?

4. What would happen if the vegetation were removed?

Modeling How Plants Stabilize Sand Dunes (Lesson 8)
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Rock Jar Investigations

Materials:
• Newspaper
• Paper bowl
• Paper cup
• 3 paper towels
• Rock jar for your group

Procedure:
1. Spread the newspaper out 

on a desk or table. Place 
the paper bowl on the 
newspaper and cover the 
bottom of the bowl with 
three paper towels.

2. Slowly pour about half of the water from the rock jar onto the paper towels. Pour slowly so 
that the rocks and the sediment don’t come out of the jar.

3. Lift the paper towels carefully off the bottom of the bowl and put them on the newspaper. 
Empty the water from the bowl into the paper cup.

4. Put the paper towels back in the bowl with the same side facing up. Slowly pour the 
remaining water, rocks, and sediment from the rock jar onto the paper towels.

5. If there is any sediment remaining in the jar, add small amounts of water from the paper cup 
into the jar, swirl it around, and then pour it on the paper towels.

6. Lift the paper towels, with the rocks and sediment on them, from the bottom of the bowl 
and place them on the newspaper

7. Leave the rocks and sediment undisturbed until it is time to examine them.

Rock Jar Investigations (Lesson 9)
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Broken Down Rocks and Sediment

In the second column of the table below, describe the rocks and other sediment that resulted  
during the teacher demonstration. In the third column, circle how you would classify each rock.

 

Rock Type Description of Rocks and Sediment Rock Classification

Pumice

Soft

Medium

Hard

Sandstone

Soft

Medium

Hard

Slate

Soft

Medium

Hard

Limestone

Soft

Medium

Hard

Quartzite

Soft

Medium

Hard

Broken Down Rocks and Sediment (Lesson 9)
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Examining Rock Jar Materials

Rock Jar � (Pumice with slate, shaken �0 times per day)

1. Draw and label or describe the rocks and sediment from the rock jar.

2. Compare the rocks from the rock jar with the same type of rock that wasn’t part of a rock jar 
investigation. How are they similar? How are they different?

Examining Rock Jar Materials (Lesson 9)
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Examining Rock Jar Materials

Rock Jar � (Quartzite with quartzite, shaken �0 times per day)

1. Draw and label or describe the rocks and sediment from the rock jar.

2. Compare a rock from the rock jar with the same type of rock that wasn’t part of a rock jar 
investigation. How are they similar? How are they different?

Examining Rock Jar Materials (Lesson 9)
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Examining Rock Jar Materials

Rock Jar � (Pumice with pumice, shaken �0 times per day)

1. Draw and label or describe the rocks and sediment from the rock jar.

2. Compare a rock from the rock jar with the same type of rock that wasn’t part of a rock jar 
investigation. How are they similar? How are they different?

Examining Rock Jar Materials (Lesson 9)
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Examining Rock Jar Materials

Rock Jar � (Sandstone with limestone, shaken �0 times per day)

1. Draw and label or describe the rocks and sediment from the rock jar.

2. Compare the rocks from the rock jar with the same type of rock that wasn’t part of a rock jar 
investigation. How are they similar? How are they different?

Examining Rock Jar Materials (Lesson 9)
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Examining Rock Jar Materials

Rock Jar � (Sandstone with quartzite, shaken � times per day)

Draw and label or describe the rocks and sediment from the rock jar.

Examining Rock Jar Materials (Lesson 9)
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Examining Rock Jar Materials

Rock Jar � (Sandstone with quartzite, shaken �0 times per day)

1. Draw and label or describe the rocks and sediment from the rock jar.

2. Are the rocks and sediment from rock jars 5 and 6 different? If so, why do you think so?

Examining Rock Jar Materials (Lesson 9)
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Second Surface Changes Walk
Go back to the areas of change you observed during the first Surface Changes Walk.

1. In the first column of the table below, draw or describe each area. 
2. In the second column, record your ideas about the causes of the change (such as water, ice, wind, humans, plants, or 

animals). 
3. In the final column, record your ideas about the processes that were involved in the change (such as erosion, deposition, 

or weathering).

Drawing or Description of Area Causes of the Change Processes Involved in the Change

Seco
nd Surface C

hanges W
alk (Lesso

n 10
)
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Second Surface Changes Walk

1. Did your ideas about the causes of change to the earth’s surface stay the same between the 
first and second walk? If not, how did your ideas change?

2. Did you see any new signs of change in any areas between the first and second walk? If so, 
what were they? Were they small changes or dramatic changes?

Second Surface Changes Walk (Lesson 10)
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Layers Inside the Earth

Materials:
• Egg
• Plastic knife

Procedure:
Carefully cut the egg in half through its thickest part.

Observations:
Think of the egg as a model of the layers of the earth. Draw what the inside of the egg looks like 
and label the following parts: core, mantle, and crust.

Layers Inside the Earth (Lesson 11)
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Plate Tectonics

How did today’s exploration about plate tectonics help you explain how mountains form?

Plate Tectonics (Lesson 11)
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Comparing Old and Young Mountains

1. Compare pictures of old and young mountain ranges and make a list of the differences  
that you see.

2. What processes do you think are responsible for these changes?

Comparing Old and Young Mountains (Lesson 11)
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Mountain Formation

Based on what you learned over the past three science sessions, how do you think mountains 
form? (Include a drawing if it helps with your explanation.)

Mountain Formation (Lesson 11)
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Notes

Mountain Formation (Lesson 11)
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Parts of a Volcanic Mountain

Refer to the definitions on the following page to help you finish labeling the volcano diagram.

Parts of a Volcanic Mountain (Lesson 12)
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Parts of a Volcanic Mountain

ash cloud A very large amount of ash ejected high into the air during a volcanic 
eruption.

base The lowest part of a mountain.

lava flow A stream of magma that flows onto the earth’s surface during a volcanic 
eruption.

magma chamber A cavity, or hollow space, deep inside the earth that contains magma.

summit The highest part of a volcanic mountain.

vent An opening in the earth’s crust where magma, ash, and volcanic gases  
can escape.

Parts of a Volcanic Mountain (Lesson 12)
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Setting Up the Volcano Model

Materials:
• Aluminum tray
• Bag of dirt
• Cardboard box
• Plastic tubing
• Scissors
• Water

Procedure:
1. Locate the hole cut in the side of the box. Make sure the hole in the box is on top and the 

open end of the box is facing you.
2. Put the aluminum tray on top of the box so the hole in the tray is over the hole in the box.
3. Push the plastic tubing from the inside of the box up through the holes until it extends about 

7.5 cm (3 in) through the top of the box and the tray.

4. Add water (a little bit at a time) to the bag of dirt and mix it by squeezing the bag with your 
hands. Squeeze until the dirt is thick like mud.

Setting Up the Volcano Model (Lesson 12)
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Setting Up the Volcano Model

5. Cut the corner off one end of the plastic bag and squeeze the contents of the bag out around 
the plastic tubing to create a volcano shape. Don’t make the volcano higher than the end  
of the tubing. Use your hands to shape the volcano the way you want it to look.

6.  (Optional). If you want, sprinkle sand over the volcano to make it more realistic, or add  
rocks or clay shapes in the form of houses or trees.

7. Write your groups’ names on the box and place it in an area of the classroom where it  
can dry.

Setting Up the Volcano Model (Lesson 12)
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Erupting a Volcano

Materials:
• Bag of flour
• Bottle
• Scissors
• Volcano model
• Water

Procedure:
1. Get your volcano model from its stored location and check that its surface is dry.
2. Add 250 ml (1 cup) of water to the bag of flour. Seal the bag and mix the contents with your 

hands until you get a smooth substance like glue. This is your magma.
3. Cut the corner off one end of the plastic bag and squeeze the contents of the bag into the 

bottle.

4. Place the top on the bottle and fasten it tightly. Attach the bottle to the plastic tubing. Make 
sure the seal is tight.

5. Pull the plastic tubing down until it is even with the volcano’s summit. Lift the bottle upside 
down and squeeze out the “magma” to erupt the volcano. Your first eruption should last 
about 15 seconds. Afterwards, complete the observations and conclusion on the next page.

6. (Optional) Erupt your volcano several more times, either on the same day or on different 
days to see how the lava builds up over time.

Erupting a Volcano (Lesson 12)
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Erupting a Volcano

Observations:
1. What happened when the volcano erupted?

2. Draw what your volcanic mountain looked like after it erupted and label as many parts as 
you can from the diagram and definitions given on pages 52–53.

Erupting a Volcano (Lesson 12)
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Erupting a Volcano

Conclusion:
How does magma from deep within the earth build up the earth’s surface over time?

Erupting a Volcano (Lesson 12)
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Evidence of Change

As you look for evidence of change in and around Bryce Canyon, Mt. St. Helens, or a field site, 
keep the following questions in mind:

1. What are the signs of how moving water, wind, ice, or forces deep inside the earth have 
shaped the earth’s surface?

2. What are the signs of how humans or other living things have shaped the earth’s surface?

3. What are the signs of weathering, erosion, or deposition?

4. How have these landforms changed over time?

5. Have the changes been fast or slow?

6. How will the landforms continue to change?

Evidence of Change (Lesson 13)
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Evidence of Change—Bryce Canyon

Observe the features of the landforms in and around Bryce Canyon. Look for signs of how they 
were shaped and how they have changed over time.

1. What evidence of weathering do you see?

2. What evidence of erosion do you see?

Evidence of Change—Bryce Canyon (Lesson 13)
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Evidence of Change—Bryce Canyon

3. What evidence of deposition do you see?

4. Describe two landforms that show how the earth’s surface has changed through time.

Evidence of Change—Bryce Canyon (Lesson 13)
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Sketching Bryce Canyon

Draw and label a sketch of one landform at Bryce Canyon.

Sketching Bryce Canyon(Lesson 13)
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Evidence of Change—Mt. St. Helens

Observe the features of Mt. St. Helens and look for signs of how the mountain and the surround-
ing area have been shaped over time.

1. What evidence of forces from inside the earth do you see?

2. What evidence of weathering do you see?

3. What evidence of erosion do you see?

Evidence of Change—Mt. St. Helens (Lesson 13)
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Evidence of Change—Mt. St. Helens

4. What evidence of deposition do you see?

5. Describe a feature of Mt. St. Helens that shows how it has changed quickly over time.

6. Describe a feature of Mt. St. Helens that shows how it has changed slowly over time.

Evidence of Change—Mt. St. Helens (Lesson 13)
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Sketching Mt. St. Helens

Draw and label a sketch of one view of Mt. St. Helens.

Sketching Mt. St. Helens (Lesson 13)
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Evidence of Change—Field Site

Observe the features of the landforms at your field site. Look for signs of how they have been 
shaped over time.

1. What evidence of forces from inside the earth do you see?

2. What evidence of weathering do you see?

3. What evidence of erosion do you see?

Evidence of Change—Field Site (Lesson 13)
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Evidence of Change—Field Site

4. What evidence of deposition do you see?

5. Describe two landforms that show how the earth’s surface has changed over time.

Evidence of Change—Field Site (Lesson 13)
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Sketching a Field Site Landform

 Draw and label a sketch of one landform at the field site.

Sketching a Field Site Landform (Lesson 13)
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Glossary

abrasion The grinding down of one rock by another.

ash Tiny particles of broken-down rock blown into the air when a volcano 
erupts.

ash cloud A very large amount of ash ejected high into the air during a volcanic 
eruption.

ash fall Volcanic ash that deposits on the ground.

base The lowest part of a mountain.

compressed Made smaller by squeezing.

core The center of the earth. It is composed mostly of iron. It has two parts: a 
molten (not solid) outside and a solid (hard) inside.

crust The outside layer of the earth’s surface. It is made of solid rock.

delta A landform at the mouth of a river made by the sand, silt, soil, and rocks 
deposited by moving water.

deposition The process in which water, wind, or ice build up the earth’s surface by 
dropping sediment in new locations.

describe To use words to tell about something, such as an observation.

drought Extremely dry weather for a long period of time, with little or no rainfall. 
Droughts usually cause water shortages.

erosion The process in which gravity, water, ice, and wind move sediment from 
one place to another on the earth’s surface.

erratic A large rock moved and dropped by a glacier far from where it originated.

eruption When a volcano ejects magma, ash, and gases onto the earth’s surface or 
into the earth’s atmosphere.

feature A noticeable characteristic or trait.
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folded mountains Mountains that form when collisions of the earth’s plates crumple and 
fold the earth’s crust.

glacier A large, long-lasting mass of moving ice and snow. Glaciers move down-
hill or outward in all directions as a result of gravity and their immense 
weight; they retreat (shrink) as a result of melting.

hoodoo A strangely-shaped rock formation, usually sculpted by water erosion.

landform A part of the earth’s surface that has a unique shape, is easy to recognize, 
and was created by nature.

landscape A large area of land that includes a wide variety of surface features, such 
as hills, valleys, and rivers.

lava Magma that flows onto the earth’s surface.

lava flow A stream of magma that flows onto the earth’s surface during a volcanic 
eruption.

magma Melted rock inside the earth.

magma chamber A cavity, or hollow space, deep inside the earth that contains magma.

mantle The layer below the earth’s crust. It is much thicker than other layers and 
its lower portion has a semi-molten, slowly flowing consistency.

mental model A model someone is thinking about in their mind.

model An object that represents something that is similar to the real thing in 
many ways (it might be made out of the same materials), but is different 
in some ways (it might be much bigger or smaller, for example). 

moraine Hill-like piles of unsorted rocks and sediment dropped by a glacier.

mountain A part of the earth’s crust that was raised during plate collisions. A moun-
tain is at least 300 meters (985 feet) higher than surrounding land.

mouth Where a river meets a lake, valley, or ocean.

mushroom rocks Rock formations that are narrow on the bottom (base) and wider at  
the top.
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observe To use your senses to pay close attention to something and notice many 
details about it.

peak The highest part of a mountain.

physical model A three-dimensional model of something.

pictorial model A two-dimensional model of something.

plate A large piece of the earth’s fractured crust.

river A body of flowing water that empties into an ocean, valley, lake, or anoth-
er river.

riverbank The sides of a river.

riverbed The bottom of a river.

rock pillar A tall column of rock.

sand dune A hill of loose sand formed by the wind.

sediment Materials, such as sand, silt, soil, and rocks, that have been carried along 
and deposited by water, wind, or ice.

slope The inclined surface of a hill or mountain.

soil A mixture of rock, sediment, and organic material, including living and 
dead plants, insects, and bacteria.

source Where a river begins.

stabilize To keep from moving.

summit The highest part of a volcanic mountain.

valley The low land between mountains or hills.

vent An opening in the earth’s crust where magma, ash, and volcanic gases 
escape.

volcanic mountain Mountains that form when volcanic materials are deposited on earth’s 
surface over time.
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volcano An opening in the earth’s crust and the deposits that result when volcanic 
materials are released through it from inside the earth.

weathering The breaking down of rocks into smaller pieces.

wind Air that is in motion over the surface of the earth.

windbreak An object or material, such as a fence or row of trees, that blocks the path 
of the wind.
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